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Process Generation Fine-Tuning Code Generation

Sensors



Conventional robotics is
not made for flexibility



2020 Teaching Environments
Programming like in the dark ages



MORE THAN 2/3 OF THE COST OF ROBOTICS IS 
SOFTWARE-RELATED

21%

73%

Robot Hardware
Robot, Peripherals, Safety devices

Application Software
Adaptations and Support to the 
Software for controlling the robot

1x

Recurring Operating Cost
Every time the task changes the 

application logic must be changed.

Acquisition Cost

6%
Other Operating Cost
Power, Training, Maintenance

Average Lifetime Total Cost of Ownership 

#harderbetterfasterstronger



Robot market is growing faster than Engineering workforce
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Conventional robotics is
not made for flexibility 

High cost

The application software is 
developed by specialized 

experts. In average, the lifetime 
programming cost is 220.000€

75% 
of the cost come from software 

development

Slow Setup

The number of installed robots is 
growing by 30% per year. The 

annual growth rate for available 
engineers is 2%

> 4 months
Is the waiting time for system 

integrators

Hardware dependent

Every robot manufacturer 
provides its own proprietary 
programming language and 

environment as well as 
technology stack. 

0%
of the code can be reused for 

other robots

Inflexibility

Every time the environment or 
the application changes, the 

software has to be adjusted by 
experienced programmers.

8 weeks
Is the average waiting time for 

adjustments

Expert knowledge

Robots are programmed by 
specialized experts that run 
through an extensive and 

expensive training for individual 
platforms.

2 robot types
is the average number an 

engineer can handle



20x faster

10x cheaper

For Everyone

Wandelbots democratizes
robot programming



Wandelbots builts the
universal software platform for robots

robots
motion

end-effectors
actuation

sensors
adaptation

plc
integration

cloud
computation & storage

applications
purpose

industries
area



The Tracepen
suitable applications

Pick and PlaceGluing InspectionGrinding and 
Deburring

Welding Painting



Wandelbots Technology in 
Industry Projects – Automotive Use Cases



German Carmaker
Windshield gluing

One of the largest German automotives had the problem that they 
have to handle 17 different types of windshields with the same 
robot. The reprogramming time of one type was about 35 hours. 10 
windshield types have to be adjusted annually, resulting in 
tremendous effort. 

Wandelbots provided a solution that enabled non-programmer, to 
program a windshield type in 40 minutes. In addition the quality of 
the glue bead increased. 

70x speedup

40.000€ saving per robot/year Higher process quality

By non-programmer
350h
50,000€
Per Year

5h
550€
Per Year



In their most innovation-driven factory the automotive customer is 
applying primer with robots for the assembly of car windows in their EV 
production line. Since these parts vary across models and are regularly 
updated the robotic application needs to be adapted frequently.

With the help of the TracePen and the Wandelbots software the 
customer was able to flexibly teach the primer process by themselves. 
As a result, even maintenance engineers without a programming 
background can adapt the production line according to current needs 
and production changes.

By Non-Programmer

25min programming time Production-ready Solution

Camera-based Adaptation

German Carmaker
Primer Application



Wandelbots Technology in 
Industry Projects 



Our customer is one of the largest semiconductor companies in Europe 
and a front runner in automation. Their Dresden 200mm frontend 
production has an automation degree of 100%. Frequent changes in the 
factory layout require constant adaptations of the corresponding robot 
programs. 

Wandelbots provided a solution to re-teach and adjust the programming 
of robots for wafer carrier handling for 200mm wafers. Furthermore, the 
Wandelbots software solution enables the customer to program, test 
and deploy automation scripts without entering the clean room. This 
increases speed and efficiency tremendously while improving the work 
conditions for their engineers. 

Remote Teaching

Camera-based Adaptation

German Semiconductor
Wafer Handling

20x speedup

20.000€ saving per robot/year



Fuel Cell Producer
Multi-Step Lab Process

1st robot in production

1 month project time

From 0 to 50.000

Our customer is a highly-innovate technology company for fuel cells. 
In order to bring their technology competitively to the market before 
Asian competitors catch up, automation was needed. A previous 
approach to commercialize the technology failed due to huge gap to 
get from prototype to large-scale production.

Wandelbots provided a solution that enabled competitiveness from 
the beginning, adjust their solution quickly to the market needs while 
laying the groundwork for upscaling their production in the future.



Set up Process

The next generation robotics
in one box





Complex programming is a thing
of the past

1. Setup

2. Calibration

3. Teach the application

4. Finishing Process

5. Code Generation 

DONE



Step 1
Setup Hardware

• Easy installation

• Easy connection

• Automatic connection

At the beginning the hardware components are installed. This 
includes Lighthouses, TracePen, Tablet and the industrial
computer. The Wandelbots platform is connected to the robot
controller as the control center for the TracePen. Alternatively, we
also offer this solution in the cloud.



Step 2
Tracepen Calibration

• 1 or 3 Point Calibration

• Fully Automatic

• Done in seconds

The Lighthouse stations are used to calibrate the
TracePen and determine its exact position in space. To
do this, the pen is fixed to a holder on the robot. 
Depending on the robot, different adapters are
available. The calibration using infrared light patterns
runs automatically and is completed in less than 30 
seconds.



Step 3
Teach the application

• Demonstration by example

• Exchangeable tips depending on application

• High tracking precision

Now the actual programming begins. However, it is not programming
knowledge that is important, but a process understanding of the task. The 
operator selects the appropriate attachment for the TracePen and starts the
app. The respective activity is simply executed with the TracePen in your hand. 
The software simultaneously records the data The exact teaching sequence
can then be viewed in the app. This has been specially optimized for intuitive 
operation by non-programmers.



Step 4
Finishing Process

• AI-driven process generation

• Submillimeter adjustment of points

• Graphical process logic editor

• Sensor integration (e.g., camera)

In the next step, the respective skill can be further
processed. By setting keyframes, the recorded path can be
adjusted in detail in three-dimensional space. Frequently
used skills can be reused, modified and implemented in 
new skills using the keyframe selector. Thus, it is possible
to split keyframes and to insert



Step 5
Code Generation

• Robot-specific code generation

• Human readable

• Editable

In the last step the code for the robot is generated in the
respective programming language (e.g .KRL, UR-Script…). 
This happens fully automated within seconds, so that the
robot can perform the task; instantly afterwards. The 
generated code can also later be edited manually. 









AI-Driven 
Process Prediction

• AI-Driven generation of control points

• Automatic generation of blending modes

• From teaching to code within minutes

The Wandelbots software uses cutting edge machine learning
technology to automatically generate a process design based on 
previously generated data. You can simply use the Tracepen to record
data and the software is able to generate all the necessary fragments
within seconds. 









Start your journey now
#nextgenerationrobotics

Marco Dutenstädter
Vice President Sales
Marco.dutenstaedter@wandelbots.com
+49 172 9986789


